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Fieldwork record 2 

 

4-2, Attached elementary school of Jue, May 23, 2011. 

 

Lesson of "Shokyo-Zan". 

 

The teacher Aoki presented students the following problems first in the 

lesson: 

 

The price of 1 apple is 100 yen. 2 mandarin oranges can be bought by the 

price in which 1 apple is bought. Then, how many mandarin oranges can 

you buy in the price that you bought 3 apples? 

 

Aoki said students “Please solve this”. 

 

These were solutions of student Akiko and Toshihiko as follows. 

 

Akiko: 100÷2=50 (Price of 1 mandarin orange) 

      100×3=300 (Price of 3 apples)  

      300÷50=6 (Mandarin oranges) 

Toshi: 2×3=6 (Mandarin oranges) 

 

Toshi said, “The price of three apples is three times the price of one apple. 

The price of three apples is three times the price of two mandarin oranges 

too. Therefore, 2×3=6. So, we can buy six mandarin oranges.” At that time, 

classmates muttered, "And, is it good?”. “That is easier. " 

 

Aoki presented students the following problem as the second question: 

 

The price of 4 mandarin oranges is 220 yen, and the price of 2 apples is 140 

yen. How much is the total price of 9 mandarin oranges and 8 apples higher 

than the total price of 5 mandarin oranges and 6 apples? 
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Hidemi wrote the following solution on a blackboard: 

 

Mandarin orange 220÷4=55 (Price of one mandarin orange) 

Apple 140÷2=70 (Price of one apple) 

The remainder of mandarin oranges  4 mandarin oranges  55×4=220 yen 

The remainder of apples  2 apples  70×2=140 yen  Total  360 yen 

 

 

Masahiko wrote the following solution on a blackboard: 

 

55×9+70×8=1055 (Price of nine mandarin oranges and eight apples) 

55×5+70×6=695 (Price of five mandarin oranges and six apples) 

1055-695=360  The remainder is 360 yen 

 

 

At that time, Kiko said, "You think it complexly. 220 yen plus 140 yen is 

360 yen, isn't it?" A few students said "Yes", however many students could 

not understand Kiko's statement. 

 

Kiko explained her idea by using pattern blocks on a blackboard as 

follows: 

 

▲▲▲▲▲   ▲▲▲▲    (9 mandarin oranges) 

▲▲▲▲▲   remainder  (5 mandarin oranges) 

 

■■■■■■  ■■     (8 apples) 

■■■■■■  remainder  (6 apples) 

 

(9 mandarin oranges + 8 apples)-(5 mandarin oranges + 6 apples) =  

(4 mandarin oranges + 2 apples) 

 

 

Kiko said “I added (The price of four mandarin oranges is 220 yen) to (The 

price of two apples is 140 yen). These are written in sentences of the 

problem. Therefore, the answer is 360 yen.” Most students understood this 

Kiko's explanation. 
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Aoki presented students the following problem as the third question: 

 

The price of 2 mandarin oranges and 3 apples is 430 yen. The price of 1 

mandarin orange and 2 apples is 260 yen. Then, please calculate the price 

of 1 apple. 

 

Students had a hard time to solve this problem. Then, Aoki made the 

content of problem visible on a blackboard by use of pattern blocks as 

follows: 

 

mandarin oranges    apples 

▲▲                ■■■   430 yen 

－ ▲                  ■■  260 yen 

 

When students saw this figure, some students said, "I understand". At that 

time, students' interactions were as follows: 

 

Daisuke: It is good to decrease the lower line from the upper line. Then, the 

price of 1 mandarin orange and 1 apple is 170 yen.   

 

mandarin oranges    apples 

▲▲                ■■■   430 yen 

－ ▲                  ■■  260 yen 

    ▲                    ■   170 yen 

 

Yohko: I understand it. Then, the price of one apple cannot be calculated. 

Daisuke: Ahh. It is not possible to solve it by this idea. 

Asako: No, it is good. If we decrease 170 yen from 260 yen again, we can 

calculate that one apple is 90 yen. 

Tsohi: Then, the mandarin orange is 80 yen. 

Yoshiharu: Indeed, I did only subtraction twice. 

Akina: Aha. We can solve it by using Daisuke's method. 

The teacher Aoki: What method? 

Akina: The price of one mandarin orange and one apple is 170 yen. First, I 

calculate 170÷2=85. The next, I consider the mandarin orange is 85 yen 
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and the apple is 85 yen, and then I substitute them for this expression. Then, 

the answer is 255 yen, and this is inappropriate. Therefore, I adjust the 

mandarin orange to 90 yen, and adjust the apple to 80 yen. Oh, this is not 

appropriate. This is 250 yen. 

Daisuke: Please reverse. The mandarin orange is 80 yen, and the apple is 

90 yen. 

Akina: So. Asako said so. 

 

Akina’s idea: 

 

mandarin orange    apples 

▲                 ■   ■   260 yen 

   85            85   85   255 yen 

                Five yen is moved. 

 

 

Thus, students tenaciously approached a problem that was not easy, 

interacting each other. The remark of Daisuke's "It is good to decrease the 

lower line from the upper line. Then, the price of 1 mandarin orange and 1 

apple is 170 yen." was imperfect as the answer, however students 

developed their interaction from the Daisuke's statement, and solved the 

problem. Akina also tried to solve the problem by developing this 

Daisuke's idea. The idea of Akina was method of repeating trial and error. 

Akina reconfirmed validity of Asako's idea "If we decrease 170 yen from 

260 yen again, we can calculate that one apple is 90 yen.", when Daisuke 

pointed out that the answers were reversed.  

 

Actually, Aoki had expected following idea as students' problem solving in 

this lesson: 

 

▲    ■■  (260 yen ×2)    →     ▲▲    ■■■■ (520 yen) 

－▲▲    ■■■  (430 yen)     

■  (90 yen) 
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This idea was that we decreases 430 yen from the price which was 

multiplied 260 yen by 2, and then calculates the price of one apple. This 

idea that Aoki had expected was not presented by students. Aoki took up 

this idea at another lesson. 


